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A wheel alignment and balancing service is low cost and effective.A wheel alignment and balancing service is low cost and effective.
Shreeji Tyre Spot provides you expert advice and service at on Rs.450/-Shreeji Tyre Spot provides you expert advice and service at on Rs.450/-
We are offer excellent wheel balancing at just Rs.550/-We are offer excellent wheel balancing at just Rs.550/-
People often confuse Wheel alignment and wheel balancing, while bothPeople often confuse Wheel alignment and wheel balancing, while both
of them sound similar but they have entirely different functions andof them sound similar but they have entirely different functions and
purposes. Car wheel alignment basically means changing the wheelpurposes. Car wheel alignment basically means changing the wheel
angles in a way that they are parallel to each other and perpendicularangles in a way that they are parallel to each other and perpendicular
to the surface below, a wheel alignment and balancing service is lowto the surface below, a wheel alignment and balancing service is low
cost and effective. This is generally done for maximum tyre life and socost and effective. This is generally done for maximum tyre life and so
a car tracks straight when traveling down a straight and flat road.a car tracks straight when traveling down a straight and flat road.
Shreeji Tyre Spot provides you expert advice and service at on Rs.450/-Shreeji Tyre Spot provides you expert advice and service at on Rs.450/-
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Rent zluxuryRent zluxury

AddressAddress 3rd Floor Dashmesh Plaza, sector3rd Floor Dashmesh Plaza, sector
20b20b
Faridabad 121001Faridabad 121001
Haryana, IndiaHaryana, India

Contact PersonContact Person Rentz LuxuryRentz Luxury
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail rentzluxury123@gmail.comrentzluxury123@gmail.com

"Rentz Luxury provides fantastic car for rent services for various"Rentz Luxury provides fantastic car for rent services for various
purposes, ranging from corporate events and conferences, longpurposes, ranging from corporate events and conferences, long
vacations, weddings, and airport transfers. Rentz Luxury offers selfvacations, weddings, and airport transfers. Rentz Luxury offers self
drive car rental, luxury car rental and budget rental cars packages fordrive car rental, luxury car rental and budget rental cars packages for
their customers. Rentz Luxury is available in Chandigarh, Delhi,their customers. Rentz Luxury is available in Chandigarh, Delhi,
Gurgaon, Jaipur, Noida, and other cities will be joining the list soon.Gurgaon, Jaipur, Noida, and other cities will be joining the list soon.

  

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/rent-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/rent-
zluxury-13773zluxury-13773
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